Abstract
von Gudden has to his credit, a number of neuroanatomical works like.
• Gudden's inferior commissure: Fibers of optic tract.
Later works proved that these are not derived from the optic nerves; it is the connecting link between the medial geniculate bodies. Furthermore, described the interpeduncular nucleus and tegmental nucleus • Gudden's law: Damage to cerebral cortex does not lead to degeneration of the peripheral nervous system. Further demonstrated that central structures tended to undergo atrophy if sense organs or cranial nerve nuclei were removed • Gudden's tract: The transverse peduncular tract • Gudden-Wanner sign: Shortening of the bone conduction time of a tuning fork over bony cranial scars. [1] However, it was as a psychiatrist, where von Gudden made his indelible imprint in the then contemporary world of neurology. As a matter of fact, he tried to introduce a new subject, Nervenheilkunde, or amalgamation of neurology and psychiatry. [9] He rejected the established methods of treating patients with psychiatric illness as practiced earlier and the concept of physical force and moral exactness, as advocated by the older generations of psychiatrists, were anathema to him. As an inveterate protagonist of "the principle of no restraint," he introduced newer ideas in the management of these patients such as granting personal freedom and social life, and encouraging intimate communication with the treating physician, as well as the provision for a well-trained staff with a strong sense of duty in order to nurse them. This concept, however, was advocated much before by Wilhelm Griesinger (1817-1868) and Ludwig Meyer (1827-1900), estimable psychiatrists from Prussia. However, von Gudden practiced it assiduously for the first time. In those days, hematoma of the outer ear, as well as the multiple rib fractures and trophic neurosis often found in psychiatric inmates, were generally glossed over but von Gudden linked these afflictions to insufficient care and supervision, or even to physical violence committed by the physicians or the nursing staff on the patients.
von Gudden was highly respected by his colleagues and he made a deep impression in the neurological and psychiatric world of his time. Auguste-Henri Forel, who came to work with him in 1874, described him as an unpredictable genius. He wrote, "If one could make an ensemble of all the contrasts and the contradictions possible, one would obtain a Gudden… I learnt enormously while with Gudden, but above all how not to direct asylum, for his tendency to let everything resulted in indescribable disorder." von Gudden was fully aware of his idiosyncrasies and eccentricities and he once commented, "Every one of my errors revenge bitterly." James Papez, the outstanding neuroanatomist wrote, "… he was free from all pedantry and in discussions permitted his assistants the greatest liberty. He was interested in their scientific growth but was completely unconcerned about their future." His collection of histological slides is still to be seen in the Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Psychiatrie in Munich. [1, 2] von Gudden died a tragic and mysterious death. He was made a Noble in 1875 and was in charge of the treatment of Otto, the younger brother of the King, Ludwig II of Bavaria since 1872, who suffered since his childhood from some psychiatric ailments. [10, 11] In March 1886, the Bavarian government expressed their concern about the sanity of the King who had been reigning since 1864 [ Figure 2 ]. The King, once upon a time, a handsome young man with empathy and a keen taste for music and art, often described by people as the "Fairy Tale King" had often been behaving erratically and spending in a prodigal manner and such profligacy was seriously questioned by the government officials. They assembled and finally approached Otto von Bismarck, the Minister President of Prussia, with strong allegations and concern about the King's mental status, but Bismarck summarily dismissed their plea stating that those were "rakings from the King's wastepaper basket and cupboards" and referred the matter to the appropriate body with the piquant comment, "…the Ministers wish to sacrifice the King, otherwise they have no chance of saving themselves." In early June, 1886, a team of four estimable psychiatrists comprising in von Gudden, along with Hubert von Grashey, his son-in-law, Friedrich William Hagen and Max Hubrich, deposited their declaration with the verdict that the King had been suffering from paranoia. They concluded.
• His Majesty is in a very advanced state of mental disorder and most probably is suffering from what psychiatrists would refer to as paranoia (insanity) • With this type of illness, with its gradual, but advanced development and the fact that it has been noticed for quite some time, His Majesty is to be declared irrevocably, and it is possible that his mental condition will deteriorate • Due to his illness, it is clear that his Majesty no longer has his own will and for this reason is most likely to be unable to govern, and that this situation will most likely last not only a year but also for the rest of his life. [10] Incidentally, none of these four wise men appointed by the Government to examine the King ever met him before, except for von Gudden 12 years ago and the diagnosis has ever since remained controversial. Eventually, the King was deposed on the 10 th of June, and after an unsuccessful attempt to flee, when seized by the guards, he asked von Gudden, "How can you declare me insane? After all, you have never seen or examined me before." von Gudden answered plainly, "… it was necessary; the documentary evidence, the servant's reports are very copious and completely substantiated. It is overwhelming." [10] A few days later on the 13 th of June on a fateful Sunday afternoon, Gudden accompanied the King for an evening stroll in one of the parks on the castle grounds, and the attendants were instructed to stay away. Herbert von Grashey wrote that near the shore of the Sternberg lake, the king dashed away and jumped into the lake, possibly with the intentions of committing suicide. As von Gudden rushed for his rescue, the powerful King hit him on the head and drowned him till he died of suffocation. Thereafter, the king swam further ahead and drowned himself. Two of them were last seen at around 6.30 pm, and they were expected to return by 8 pm. As time passed, the anxious security people rushed off, only to discover amidst heavy rain, that both had lost their lives and their dead bodies were floating in the lake. [10] Autopsy report suggested that the King had committed suicide, though no water could be found in the lungs, an incontrovertible evidence of antemortem drowning, and additionally, the King was known to be a trained swimmer and his body was found where water was only waist-high. On the contrary, there were plenty of marks of injury in von Gudden's head and neck, which clearly suggested strangulation, but strangely, nothing more was documented in the report. [12] There is a strong body of opinion that the King was murdered while attempting to escape again on that evening and one report suggests that he was gunned down. Jako Lidl, the King's personal fisherman wrote, "Three years after the king's death I was made to swear an oath that I would never say certain things… The state has undertaken to look after my family if anything should happen to me in either peacetime or war." However, his personal notes which were found after his death read that he was hiding behind the bushes waiting to sail the King out to a safe place where his loyal supporters were waiting. He wrote, "As the king stepped up to his boat and put one foot in it, a shot rang out from the bank, apparently killing him on the spot, for the king fell across the bow of the boat." [13] Another prevailing view is that the King died of a heart attack following immersion in cold water in the lake. [13] Emil Kraepelin, the peerless psychiatrist and von Gudden's close associate, suggested that von Gudden walked with the King in order to win his confidence and his insistence that no attendant should follow behind, was surely a blatant mistake on his part and Charles Workman wrote in his obituary in the British Medical Journal that, "… this confidence, which he was accustomed to place in his patients, seems to have proved the cause of his own death." [1, 2] However, Ingrid Kane, who wrote a book on von Gudden's life, narrated as follows: "Gudden firmly told the orderlies that they were not to come along or follow during their evening walk. It is believed that the king died at about 7:00 pm, that's when his watch stopped and when he was found at 11:00 pm, rigor mortis had set in. Two officers patrolling at a distance but not too far from the scene, claimed not to have heard or seen anything. Gudden and the king were found a few feet from each other… Gudden's watch had stopped a little after 8:00 pm. The servants were told to remain inside the castle for the time being. An autopsy was performed on the king before he was buried. Although the official statement was "death by drowning," the autopsy report contains only one sentence about the condition of the king's lungs. It does not state if there was or was not water in the lungs. For some incomprehensible reason, no autopsy was ever performed on Gudden to determine the cause of death." [1, 2] Thus, the chain of events leading to the unnatural death of von Gudden and the King of Bavaria remains an enigma even to this day. First, it is argued whether King Ludwig II was truly insane, or whether under the facade of lunacy some kind of conspiracy had been hatched to dethrone him.
[9] Hay, and
Förstl et al., after careful analysis of his symptoms, suggested that in all likelihood, the king had been suffering for a long time from schizophrenic illness or schizo-typical disorder, combined with possible frontotemporal lobar degeneration, as evident from the autopsy reports, and Steinberg and Hippius, assert that in spite of arguments against the King's ousting from constitutional and psychiatric point of view, von Gudden and others was probably justified in pronouncing that the King was incapable of ruling and therefore, his ejection from holding sovereign power, was appropriate. [9, 12, 14] Zerssen in an erudite article in 2001, wrote,'… already during the 1 st years of his reign, he displayed traits that fulfilled the ICD-10 criteria for schizo-typal disorder together with a combined cluster B personality disorder. Towards the end of his life, Ludwig developed "imperial madness," a typical pattern of behavioral excesses including craving for power, splendor, construction, unrestrained spending, excessive eating and sexual exploitation, revenge with a tendency for cruelty, and an inclination for theatrical and sometimes irrational acts. This complex syndrome is usually manifested in excessively egocentric rulers who have almost unlimited power or, in the case of Ludwig II, an overwhelming desire to possess it. His imperial madness was possibly contributed to by an orbitofrontal brain syndrome. One conjecture is that this condition reflected a neurodegenerative process; another is that a primary deficit, initiated by brain damage following a severe bout of meningitis during Ludwig's babyhood, played a role. [15] However, Häfner and Sommer rummaged through the archival pages of the German medical history of the 19 th century and concluded that neither von Gudden's unquestionable expertise nor the King's alleged eccentric behavior lend credence to any substantial proof that the King was truly insane. [16] In a subsequent publication, the same authors were particularly severe in their pronouncement that, "…those in power used psychiatry for their own purposes. was terminated by his adversaries, or died a natural death on exposure to cold water. And whether von Gudden died in the scuffle or was simply drowned, is open to question. And finally, his role in declaring the King insane and paranoid seems dubious to many authors. There is still room for further investigations into the tragic death of these two men.
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